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 Also known as a “Multi-Diag”, the original Multi-Diag diagnostic tool offered many features, including battery power, to offer
Truck diagnostics not available with handheld devices. The Multi-Diag was available in both bench top and handheld versions,

though the handheld was preferred by truckers who required easy access while driving. The Multi-Diag was the industry
standard for many years until its replacement, the first Truck Diagnostic Aid (TDA) was released in the mid-2000s. A similar
instrument, the EASY-TDA, has been developed by Easy Trucking Technologies, Inc. The Easy Trucking TDA consists of an
embedded GPS that helps track and monitor a vehicle’s location, as well as diagnostic capabilities similar to the Multi-Diag.
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tradenamesPort of Oakland will be one of four stops for Alameda County air marshals Alameda County’s air marshals, who pat

down travelers at Oakland’s international airport, will be at four other airports, including San Francisco International and San
Jose international, from May through November. The anti-terrorism unit’s goal is to provide consistent and visible law

enforcement at the major airports so passengers know they are traveling in a safe environment. The Alameda County Sheriff’s
Office assigned 24 officers for the grant, a partnership with the U.S. Transportation Security Administration, said Anthony

Chen, a deputy chief with the agency’s intelligence division. “Our responsibility was to provide officers with a visible presence
at each of the four airports, and providing that presence will increase public awareness of TSA,” Chen said. “A lot of people that
we see on a daily basis don’t know that we have officers at the airports.” He said the officers do the same tasks as TSA security
officers. The air marshals will check bags and go through backpacks at the checkpoints for explosives. There were 19 instances
of explosives detected at Oakland International in 2009, and six attempts last year, Chen said. The TSA, meanwhile, is seeking

six additional air marshals for full-time employment this year, Chen said. The average salary for full-time air marshals is
$53,500. The TSA granted air marshals 82157476af
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